In recent years, there have been several experimental and numerical researches on transparent envelope components that integrate phase change materials (PCMs). To address some of the drawbacks of these systems, new prototypes were created and their summer performance was monitored under Cfa climatic conditions (Turin, Italy). The proposed glazing system comprises a triple glazing unit with a thermotropic layer placed on the outer side, acting as a switchable shading system capable of regulating the phase transition of the PCM. The PCM is tested in both the inner and the outer cavity of the glazing, alternately. In this paper, the summer performance of these responsive glazing systems is reported, complementing the assessment of their performance under winter conditions, which was previously presented in another paper (Bianco et al., 2017) . Two additional systems were also tested in parallel for reference purposes: a triple glazing unit with a thermotropic layer only, and a reference triple glazing unit. Direct solar transmission was assessed, and the correlation between glazing temperature and solar transmission coefficient of the thermotropic layer, when coupled with the triple glazing unit, was derived. The solar transmission as a function of the external surface temperature of the PCM glazing units was also evaluated. The energy performance was assessed by means of a long-term evaluation in addition to daily analyses during cloudy and sunny days. The capability of the aforementioned technologies to improve indoor thermal comfort was investigated, with the effect of the transmitted solar radiation impinging on the occupants also taken into account. The results highlight that the integration of a thermotropic layer in a triple glazing unit allows the cooling load through the transparent component to be reduced by one third when compared to a traditional triple glazing unit. The overall energy performance was found to be primarily affected by the position of the PCM; not only during winter season, but especially in summer, the PCM completed the phase transition only when placed in the outermost cavity. The thermal comfort conditions were improved, when evaluated in terms of traditional PMV, regardless of the position of the PCM layer. However, when the influence of the direct solar radiation impinging on the occupants was taken into account, the solution with the PCM layer located in the inner cavity presented a better performance.
Triple Glazing Unit with thermotropic glazing and a PCM-filled cavity in the inner position TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) Triple Glazing Unit with thermotropic glazing and a PCM-filled cavity in the outer position
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Introduction
Transparent envelope components are key elements in buildings. They affect building energy performance and daylighting, and therefore have a significant effect on both thermal and visual comfort. To improve these aspects throughout the year, an accurate seasonal control of solar gains, heat losses and light gains is desirable. Dynamic glazing systems capable of modifying their thermo-optical properties according to defined boundary conditions are promising solutions to address this need (Favoino et al., 2015) .
Dynamic behaviour in glazing systems can be achieved by several means. Thermochromic and thermotropic materials have been developed characterised by the temperature dependency of their solar/visible absorption coefficient and their transmission mode (direct-to-direct or diffuse transmission), respectively (Seeboth et al., 2010) . In this way, these systems can modulate the transmitted solar radiation, rejecting most of it during hot summer days, yet allowing a certain amount of solar gain to enter the building during cold winter days (Allen et al., 2017; Yao and Zhu, 2012) .
Another way to achieve dynamic behaviour of glazing systems is by introducing a phase change material (PCM) within the gap of a double (Goia et al., 2014b; Gowreesunker et al., 2013) or triple glazing unit (S. , or within more-complex glazing components (Grynning et al., 2015 (Grynning et al., , 2013 . PCMs in glazing systems notably increase their inertial behaviour, smoothing the indoor surface temperature and providing peak load shifting. The PCM interacts with the incident solar radiation, acting both as a solar shading device and a heat storage medium. When in solid state, the PCM blocks most of the incident solar radiation, which is absorbed, causing the PCM to undergo phase change and eventually melt. During this process, a great amount of heat is stored by the PCM, preventing it from turning into a cooling load during the summer season. Furthermore, during the phase transition, the optical properties of the PCM are subject to a change: the transmission coefficient increases. This allows a much greater amount of solar radiation to enter the indoor environment when the PCM is fully melted. During the night, the PCM solidifies and releases the stored heat. According to the glazing configuration, this heat can be released mostly towards either the external or internal environment.
The performance of PCM-enhanced glazing components was investigated by several experimental (Goia et al., 2014b Gowreesunker et al., 2013; S. Li et al., 2016) and numerical (Goia, 2012; Ismail et al., 2008; Zhong et al., 2015) studies. A review of PCM technologies developed for transparent and translucent building envelope components can be found in (Silva et al., 2016) .
Ad-hoc numerical models were specifically developed to take the interaction of PCM with solar radiation into account (Goia et al., 2012a; Ismail a , 2002; Liu et al., 2016) . With regard to the transparent components, not only 4 the thermophysical but also the optical properties of PCMs play an important role in the thermal performance of PCMfilled glazing units (D. Li et al., 2016a Li et al., , 2016b . Therefore, solar and visible properties are needed for a complete and accurate analysis of the behaviour of such components (Goia et al., , 2012b Li et al., 2015) and for a comprehensive evaluation, both thermal and visual aspects should be considered (Giovannini et al., 2017) .
Other than contributing to improvements in the energy performance of buildings, the inclusion of PCM in glazing systems can have a positive effect on thermal comfort . However, the melting temperature of the PCM needs to be carefully selected according to the climate. During summer in particular, if complete melting of the PCM within a double glazing unit occurs before sunset, then the internal surface temperature of the glazing may increase to a level that may negatively affect thermal comfort .
Even though PCM-filled double glazing units have been proven to be beneficial in several ways, the introduction of PCM in a double glazing unit results in a reduced thermal resistance, negatively affecting the thermal performance of the system. In addition, seasonal control of the direction of the heat flux released during the night-time discharging phase (mostly towards the indoor or outdoor environment) would be desirable (Goia et al., 2014b) . To address this, a novel technology that combines a PCM-filled triple glazing unit with a thermotropic layer was proposed (Bianco et al., 2017; Goia et al., 2014a) . The use of a thermotropic layer can offer better control of the charging phase of the PCM. In addition, combining a PCM with a gas-filled gap in a triple glazing unit improves the thermal resistance of the system and can also offer better control of the discharging phase according to the position of the PCM.
For the tests conducted on this newly proposed technology, PCM (paraffin wax with a melting range between 33 °C and 37 °C and peak melting temperature of 35 °C) was used in the inner or the outer cavity of the triple glazing, alternately, while the second cavity was filled with 90% Argon and presented a low-e coating. In this way, only a slight decrease of the thermal resistance of the glazing was achieved (compared to a conventional triple glazing unit). The melting temperature of the PCM was selected in accordance with a previous experimental study carried out in Turin, where it was demonstrated to be suitable for the local climate. The thermotropic layer, which was a commercially available product, was always placed as the outermost layer. The behaviour of the thermotropic layer alone, when coupled with a triple glazing unit without the inclusion of PCM, was also monitored. Overall, the following technologies were tested (refer to Appendix 1):
A reference low-e triple glazing unit with 90% Argon (TGU);
The TGU with an adjacent thermotropic layer on the outer side (TGU_TT);
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The TGU with its inner cavity filled with PCM and an adjacent thermotropic layer on the outer side (TGU_TT+PCM(IN)); and
The TGU with its outer cavity filled with PCM and an adjacent thermotropic layer on the outer side (TGU_TT+PCM(OUT)).
The cost of the triple glazing unit was estimated to be 30% higher than a simple double glazing unit, whereas the cost of the TGU_TT and TGU_TT+PCM prototypes were about 2.1 and 2.6 times that of the reference TGU, respectively. If they were to progress to industrial production, however, then costs can be expected to decrease.
A comprehensive description of this technology and a detailed analysis of its performance during the winter seasons is presented in Bianco et al., (2017) . In syntheses, the following key issues emerged during this study:
In clear sky conditions, the PCM in the outer cavity (TGU_TT+PCM(OUT)) showed an interesting dynamic range, which led to a significant improvement in the thermal behaviour of the system compared to the reference TGU; the overheating problem during the central hours of the day was mitigated, with the exploitation of the solar free gains shifted to the evening hours, when the heating energy demand is higher.
The adoption of the PCM in the inner cavity of the glazing (TGU_TT+PCM(IN)) was not found to be beneficial in winter. Neither was the application of the thermotropic layer alone (TGU_TT). The results showed that, during cloudy winter days, the position of the PCM does not influence the overall performance of the prototype, since it never changed phase. On the other hand, during sunny winter days, the glazing with the PCM in the outer position did undergo phase transition and presented a slightly better performance than the
TGU_TT+PCMC(IN).
Further data on the winter performance is reported in this paper in Section 4. Nevertheless, in order to properly and completely characterise the behaviour of a building component and to suitably judge its potential application in buildings, a whole year analysis is needed. For this reason, the present paper focuses on the analysis of the summer performance of these new technologies and on their effect on thermal comfort. Specifically, the following studies are presented in detail:
Characterisation of the thermophysical properties (i.e. direct solar transmission and equivalent solar factor);
Characterisation of the energy performance under summer conditions (both daily and long-term performance evaluations); and Thermal comfort analyses (in terms of predicted mean vote (PMV) and modified PMV indices). 6
Methods and Parameters
The complete description of materials, technologies and experimental test rig was presented in Bianco et al. (2017 that were pre-calibrated in the laboratory. Heat flux meters and pyranometers were used to measure the heat and solar fluxes for each glazing (see Figure 3 in Bianco et al. (2017) for the position of the sensors). The TGU, TGU_TT and TGU_TT+PCM technologies were tested simultaneously; however, the TGU_TT+PCM was alternately monitored with the PCM in the inner and outer cavity by rotating the prototype.
Types of analyses and representative boundary conditions
The analyses began with the assessment of equivalent solar factor and solar transmission coefficient of each technology under investigation. Then, the following two kinds of analyses, which were first adopted in Bianco et al. (2017) , were used to assess the energy performance of the proposed technologies and the reference:
Daily analyses during cloudy and sunny days; and A long-term energy performance evaluation over a period of 21 days (between June and September);
A set of 30 days (between June and September) was selected to evaluate the equivalent solar factor. The indoor thermal comfort of a hypothetical indoor environment enclosed with the investigated technologies was also assessed (more details are reported in Paragraph 3.2.5).
The daily analyses were conducted by selecting four different days, two with low solar irradiance (Day 5 and Day 6 cloudy days) and two with high solar irradiance (Day 7 and Day 8 sunny days), as reported in Table 1 . The performance of the technologies with PCM placed in the inner and in the outer cavity and that of the TGU_TT during the selected days was compared against the reference TGU. Representative days were selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed technologies under comparable boundary conditions. To select appropriate days and assess their representativeness, a double frequency distribution analysis of the daily mean external temperature and the global vertical irradiation monitored for the whole duration of the experimental campaign was performed (Figure 1 ) (Bianco et al., 2017) . This frequency analysis was plotted as a colour coded area: the darker the area on the graph, the higher the number of days characterised by the corresponding global vertical irradiation and daily mean external air temperature.
As shown in Figure 1a 8 Figure 2 Boundary conditions of the selected days; hourly time profiles of external solar radiation and air temperature.
Performance parameters

Direct solar transmission ( e )
For all the technologies, the direct solar transmission ( e ) was assessed as the ratio of solar radiation measured by the internal vertical pyranometer and the solar radiation measured by the external vertical pyranometer (please refer to Paragraph 2.6.2, Equation 1, in Bianco et al., 2017) .
The correlation between the solar transmission coefficient of the TGU_TT and glazing temperature was estimated through linear regression by assuming the solar transmission coefficient to be constant in the on and off states and to change linearly in between (Bianco et al., 2015) . In this way, the regression had the form of a double-change-point problem. The regression coefficients were evaluated with the Inverse Modeling Toolkit (IMT) (Kissok et al., 2003) by decomposing the double-change-point problem into two separate three-parameter (3P) change-point problems (Kissok et al., 1994) . A graphical description of the adopted regression correlations is provided in Figure 3 and their For this purpose, the monitored dataset was divided into two portions to find the regression equations and several combinations of temperature values were tested to split the data. Among the pairs of fits having the same slope for the left and right sections of the plots, the pair that guaranteed the best overall fit, evaluated in terms of lowest root-meansquare error, was chosen.
Before evaluating the regression coefficients, a pre-processing of the data was performed. First, the outliers of the whole dataset were detected and removed. Second, the outliers among the values ranging within each degree of (Tukey, 1977) .
The solar transmission as a function of the external surface temperature of the PCM glazing was also evaluated. The same days selected to analyse the normalised energy were used to evaluate the solar transmission. Only selected hours, between 10:00 and 14:00, were used. The trend of the solar transmission was assessed over 120 readings with hourly time step for both TGU_TT+PCM(IN) and TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) (see Paragraph 3.1.1, solar transmission coefficient).
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Equivalent solar factor (g*-value)
The solar factor (g-value) is defined as the fraction of solar radiation that enters through a window, as the sum of the directly transmitted solar radiation and the secondary heat flux absorbed by the glazing and then released to the indoor environment by convection and longwave IR-radiation (ISO 9050, 2003) , (see Figure 4 ).
During the experimental activity in the test cell exposed to real boundary conditions, the transmitted solar radiation could be directly measured by means of an internal pyranometer, and the solar transmission coefficient could be subsequently calculated (see Paragraph 2.2.1). Contrastingly, the second variable required in order to assess g-value the heat flux absorbed by the glazing and released to the indoor environment could not be directly measured in the field. A heat flux meter positioned on the inner skin of the glazing measures the totality of the surface heat flux exchanged between the glazing and the environment, which includes the contribution due to the temperature difference and that due to the heat flux absorbed by the glazing and released to the indoor environment. Since only a part of this second variable is needed in order to evaluate the solar factor, and since it cannot be separately measured, a simplified calculation methodology was applied to evaluate an equivalent solar factor (g*-value). This calculation allows the evaluation of an average daily result for g*-value. A daily parameter is not optimal for responsive glazing systems that modify their properties throughout the day, but the results still allow for discussion of the behaviour of the tested windows. The equivalent solar factor was evaluated according to Equation 2 (Bianco, 2014; Bianco et al., 2015) as the ratio of the difference between the daily total energy crossing the component (E day,tot ) and the energy exchanged due to temperature difference (E day ) on the daily solar energy incident on the façade (E day,sol,out ). In this way it was possible, on a daily basis, to remove the energy exchanged for the effect of the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor environment. Energies were calculated as the integral of the fluxes between sunrise and sunset. E day,tot was evaluated 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 11 according to Equation 2 in Bianco et al. (2017) , but with a different time of integration, whereas E day was calculated as the product of the difference between internal and external air temperatures and the equivalent thermal transmittance evaluated as discussed in Bianco et al. (2017) . The selected days were chosen from those used for the long-term analyses, with only those days with a daily solar energy incident on the south façade greater than 2000 Wh/m 2 being used for the evaluation of the g*-value. Half of the days belonged to the dataset with the PCM placed in the inner cavity, while the other half belonged to the dataset with the PCM placed in the outer cavity. 
Equation 2
It should be noted that the equivalent solar factor can be expected to be lower than the traditional g-value, due to the different incidence angle and convective/radiative heat exchange that occurs in the field; for measurements performed in the lab according to a standardised procedure, the radiation incident on the sample is perpendicular to it, and the secondary transmission is equally divided between the indoor and the outdoor faces of the sample.
Daily energies
The same symbols and methodology applied for the heating season (Bianco et al., 2017) were used for the cooling season. Total daily energies (E 24,tot ) were calculated as the integral over the day of the total heat flux (given by the sum of the indoor surface heat flux measured with the heat flux meters and of the transmitted solar irradiance measured with the pyranometer) according to Equation 3. The starting integration time was chosen at 05:00 to exclude the effect of the previous day on the analysis of the data.
Equation 3
Long-term total energy
Two sets of 21 days were selected for the long-term performance evaluation. The first set considered the PCM positioned in the inner cavity (TGU_TT+PCM(IN)), whereas for the second set, the PCM was positioned in the outer cavity (TGU_TT+PCM(OUT)). The boundary conditions of each day are reported in Figure 1b . A wide variety of 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 
Predicted mean vote (PMV) and modified PMV (PMV*)
In addition to the energy performance analyses, the capability of the tested technologies to improve the indoor global thermal comfort was investigated in accordance with the methodology reported in Goia et al. (2013) The size of the simulated room was 3 7 3 m; 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   13 The south façade, where the tested technologies were mounted, was modelled as entirely glazed, and the transparent façade was considered to comprise only one type of prototype glazing, having a uniform surface temperature;
The south façade was the only surface exposed to external boundary conditions. The measured internal surface temperature of the glazing and internal air temperature were inputs to the model. The surface temperatures of the ceiling, floor and the other walls were assumed to be the same as the internal air;
The simulations were launched for the hours of peak conditions of Day 7 and Day 8, when the highest internal surface temperature on the glazing technologies was reached;
Relative humidity and air velocity were assumed equal to their standard values, 50% and 0.1 m/s; and
The influence of the user on the evaluation of the PMV was set for each simulation assuming a metabolic rate of 1.2 met (typical for office work activity), and a thermal resistance of clothing of 0.5 clo (typical for summer season).
In Table 2 , the input data obtained by the experimental campaign are summarised. Only the normal beam solar radiation (I bn ) was modelled, starting from the measured data of global solar irradiation on the façade. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 14 the PPD is between 6% and 10% (PMV varying in the range ±0.5), and category C corresponds to a PPD of between 10% and 15% (PMV varying in the range ±0.7).
In addition, spot PMV values were calculated at a distance of 0.75 m from the window to consider the possible minimum distance of a work desk.
An important issue to note when analysing transparent building envelopes is the transmitted solar radiation. Since the PMV index does not consider this variable, in order to account for the effects of the short-wave solar radiation on the user, two modified indices were evaluated and a distance from the window of 0.75 m was considered in addition to the standard PMV index.
Firstly, the modified predicted mean vote (PMV*) (Lyons P., Arasteh D., 2000) was calculated according to Equation 6. PMV* = PMV + I in · 0.0024
Equation 6
Where I in is the transmitted solar radiation.
Secondly, the methodology implemented in SolarCal (Arens et al., 2015) was applied, and another equivalent PMV index (PMV**) was assessed and compared with the PMV*.
The SolarCal model defines the additional effective radiant field (ERF) exchanged by the body with the surrounding surfaces when it is exposed to incident solar radiation. The software returns the additional mean radiant temperature (MRT) in order to evaluate a solar-adjusted MRT. Standard literature values to define the environment (floor reflectance), the geometry of the problem, the position of the user and the user surface property (sky vault fraction, fraction of body, skin absorptivity) were used (Arens et al., 2015) .
The input data used for evaluating the thermal comfort indices are reported in Table 3 .
The local thermal discomfort was assessed considering the radiant asymmetry due to warm wall (ISO 7730:2005) . 
Solar properties
Solar transmission coefficient
The solar transmission coefficient e ) evaluated for the reference technology (TGU) was in the range 0. and 0.14 were respectively estimated for off and on states. Of course, these values are much lower than those for the TT only (0.45 and 0.36 respectively in off and on state (Bianco et al., 2015) ) due to the combined presence of the TGU.
However, a much smaller variation between on and off states was observed for the field-based measurements.
16 TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) configuration. When the PCM was placed in the innermost cavity, its temperature was close to that of the ambient air. However, the comparison of the solar transmission as a function of the external surface temperature highlights that when the PCM was placed in the innermost cavity, it did not change phase, regardless of the outdoor temperature.
Figure 6 Solar transmission coefficient as a function of the external surface temperature, TGU_TT+PCM(IN) and TGU_TT+PCM(OUT).
Equivalent solar factor
The daily trend of the equivalent solar factor (calculated with Equation 2 and the methodology presented in paragraph 2.2.2) is reported in Figure 7 . For the reference technology (TGU), an average value for g*-value of 0.46 was obtained.
As expected, this value is lower than the theoretically calculated value of g-value, which was 0.60 (Table 3 in Bianco et al., (2017)).
For the TGU_TT technology, a quite stable value for g*-value of around 0.20 was evaluated from the measured data. In line with the TGU, this value is also lower than the theoretically calculated values for g-value of 0.32 and 0.27, respectively, for the off and on states (Table 3 in Bianco et al., (2017) ). Since the equivalent solar factor is a daily average value, the difference between the on and off states of the thermotropic layer could not be detected with this simplified methodology.
In responsive glazing systems with PCM, low values of equivalent solar factor are associated with low energy transmission through the glazing. Therefore, it can be stated that low values of g*-value were calculated for days when the PCM remained solid, whereas higher values occurred when the PCM melted, whence a greater amount of solar radiation could enter the indoor environment. In general, g*-value calculated for TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) ( In comparison, the equivalent solar factor of TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) presented a wider variety of values over the period of analysis, ranging from 0.02 to 0.14. Low values of g*-value for TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) were calculated during the days 16 21, when the glazing had just been rotated to place the PCM from the inner to the outer cavity of the responsive glazing, and therefore it was solid. Moreover, the boundary conditions presented a drop in the average outdoor air temperature, and the solar radiation was not particularly high. Subsequently, as the temperatures increased again, the PCM underwent the melting process, and the equivalent solar factor increased. On Day 26, which was characterised by high outdoor air temperature but low solar irradiation, the corresponding value of g*-value was in line with those of the previous days. It can be inferred that the glazing is affected by a memory effect. Although the highest solar radiation among the selected period occurred on Day 29, the equivalent solar factor of TGU_TT+PCM(OUT)
noticeably decreased due to a drop in the outdoor air temperature. Therefore, during the summer season, when the peak of the solar radiation on a south-exposed façade is lower than in winter, the resulting g*-value will be mostly influenced by the outdoor air temperature.
To summarise, it can be stated that the position of the PCM in the cavity modifies the solar gain of the responsive glazing system. When the PCM is positioned in the inner cavity, no particular variation during the day is noticed, meaning that the PCM remains solid. However, if the PCM is positioned in the outer cavity, a variation in g*-value
(according to the boundary conditions) is noticed, and shows particular dependency on the outdoor air temperature. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 19 Figure 7 Equivalent solar factor of the three technologies and boundary conditions. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   20 The measured values of surface heat flux, external surface temperature, transmitted solar radiation and total surface heat flux during cloudy summer days (Day 5 and Day 6) are reported in Figure 8 . As with the behaviour observed in winter (Bianco et al., 2017) , during the night, the surface heat flux through the four technologies were almost the same. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   21 The daily total energies entering through the technologies are reported in Figure 9 . 
Daily analyses
Cloudy days
Sunny days
The results for Day 7 and Day 8 are reported in Figure 10 . The trend of the surface heat flux through the reference technology was similar to that of a bell curve that follows the incident solar radiation. The TGU peaks occurred at 13:00 , and it occurred at 15:00 (Figure 10a ). The presence of the thermotropic layer allowed a reduction in surface heat flux of about one third of the reference TGU, and delayed the peak by approximately 2 hours. With regard to the TGU_TT+PCM, the adoption of the PCM layer increased the peak shift even further (up to 4 hours), regardless of 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 22 thermal performance of the systems. In the case of TGU_TT+PCM(IN), the trend of the surface heat flux was similar to that of TGU_TT, hinting at a lack of phase transition of the PCM layer, or at least an incomplete transition. TGU_TT+PCM(OUT), however, showed a different behaviour during both day and night, with a constant heat flux of about 10 W/m 2 for the whole day with the exception of the central hours. The small bell shape characterising the heat flux curve in the middle of the day can be explained by the melting of the PCM (which can be inferred also by the gradual increase in the transmitted solar radiation). The steady value during the night hours can be related to the solidification phase of the PCM, whereas during the morning, the latent heat of fusion was exploited until complete melting occurred.
With regard to the transmitted solar radiation, the reference technology showed peak values at 13:00 of 160 W/m 2 and 180 W/m 2 respectively for Day 7 and Day 8. The thermotropic glazing lowered the peak of solar radiation transmitted through the component TGU_TT by 60%, compared to the reference TGU during both days (69 W/m 2 and 79 W/m 2 for
Day 7 and Day 8, respectively).
Very little solar radiation passed through when the PCM was placed in the inner cavity, whereas a higher solar radiation was transmitted when the PCM was in the outer cavity (Figure 10c ). For TGU_TT+PCM(IN), the maximum solar transmission was only 11 W/m 2 , measured at 13:00, as the PCM did not undergo phase transition and remained opaque.
For TGU_TT+PCM(OUT), the maximum solar transmission (53 W/m 2 ) occurred at around 15:00, when the PCM was melted and its solar transmission coefficient had therefore increased, allowing for the transmission of a larger amount of solar radiation. During Day 8, a drop of the solar radiation was registered at around 14:00. At that time, a reduction of heat flux for TGU and TGU_TT was registered, whereas the behaviour of the TGU_TT+PCM (OUT) was not influenced due to the increased thermal inertia provided by the PCM. The total heat fluxes are reported in Figure 10d .
The lowest values of total heat flux can be observed when the PCM is in the inner cavity. Figure 10b shows the trend of the external surface temperature. The highest value (50.2 °C) was reached by the TGU_TT during Day 7. Slightly lower temperatures were monitored for TGU_TT+PCM(IN) and the reference. During
Day 8, however, the TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) case presented a different trend. Due to the phase transition of the PCM, the peak surface temperature was reached one hour later than for the other two technologies. Furthermore, during the late hours of the afternoon, the surface temperature was higher than that of the TGU and TGU_TT due to the solidification phase and the release of the heat stored during the day. This difference between the behaviour of TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) and TGU_TT+PCM(IN) further supports the view that phase transition occurred only when the PCM was placed in the outer cavity. 
Long-term energy performance
Daily positive peak total heat flux are plotted in Figure 11 and Figure 12 approximately 47% lower than that seen when the PCM is in the outer cavity. If the comparison is carried out between the technologies with PCM and the TGU_TT, a reduction of 64% and of 39% was obtained for the PCM in the inner and outer position, respectively. As a general comment, it is important to underline that the energy reduction was mostly 26 due to the thermotropic layer. The integration of PCM allowed for further improvements to the glazing system performance, especially when the PCM was placed in the inner cavity. Figure 13 Normalised total energy over two periods.
Thermal comfort performance
The input data (coming from the monitoring activity) for the thermal comfort analyses are reported in Table 2, where the PMV values have been found from simulations. It can be observed that the peaks of the surface internal temperature for the three technologies do not coincide (Figure 14 ). The technology with PCM, presented a delay of 2 and 3 hours for Day 7 and Day 8, respectively, when compared to the reference technology (TGU), whereas the glazing with the thermotropic layer presented a delay of one hour. For this reason, the analyses were conducted at 13:00 for the TGU, at 14:00 for TGU_TT and at 16:00 for TGU_TT+PCM (both for IN and OUT position of the PCM), in order to represent the peak condition.
In Figure 15 , the floor distributions of the PMV during Day 7 and Day 8 are represented. The results of the comfort evaluations are also reported in Table 5 . Considering the south façade to be entirely glazed, none of the technologies allowed category A conditions to be reached during the peak hours. The largest part of the floor area fell into category B for all the glazing technologies.
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Close to the façade, portions of floor area in discomfort were found both with TGU and TGU_TT (21% and 7% during Day 7, and 24% and 11% during Day 8), but not with the TGU_TT+PCM (even though 22% of the floor area fell into category C during both Day 7 and Day 8). The insertion of the PCM in the cavity of the triple glazing unit could, therefore, improve the thermal comfort conditions. The thermotropic layer was also capable of reducing the portion of floor area in discomfort compared to the reference.
The results of the spot evaluations of PMV, PMV* and PMV** are reported in Table 5 In general, it is possible to state that the equivalent PMV** is always higher than the PMV* assessed with the simplified relation in Equation 6. Analysing the difference between the two values, it can be seen that the PMV** is more sensitive to solar radiation.
With regard to the local thermal discomfort, the highest radiant temperature asymmetry occurred during the peak hours of the surface internal temperature. Since the radiant temperature asymmetry was well below 23 °C (EN, 2005) , the internal surface temperature of the three glazing systems did not present a risk of local discomfort.
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The thermal comfort results obtained can be compared to those of a previous work, where the integration of the PCM in a double glazing unit was investigated . Some criticalities and discomfort conditions were previously reported when the PCM was completely melted, because higher indoor surface temperatures were found. Discomfort conditions never occurred with the adoption of the TGU_TT+PCM, which means that the new prototypes of responsive glazing were able to further improve thermal comfort during the cooling season. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 30 Figure 15 Floor distribution of the PMV values during Day 7 and Day 8.
Discussion
Conventional metrics
The performance characterisation of the three responsive glazing systems (the two TGU_TT+PCM systems and the TGU_TT) and of the reference technology (TGU) has led to the determination of conventional metrics that are representative of systems with no dynamic behaviour and that are under steady-state conditions. The thermal transmittance of each system has been characterised during the winter season because of the better experimental conditions (larger temperature difference between indoor and outdoor air) and the better match with the underpinning assumption necessary to define the U-value of a technology (steady-state heat transfer). The insertion of a PCM layer in place of an empty (air-filled) cavity does not substantially impair the good thermal resistance performance of the 31 system, and results in an increase in the (equivalent) thermal transmittance of approximately 10%. A relevant increase in the thermal transmittance was previously verified for a case of a double glazing unit filled with PCM (Goia et al., 2014b) . However, in the case of a triple glazed layout, it seems that having just one of the two cavities filled with air (and coupled to a low-emissivity coating) is enough to assure a satisfactory thermal resistance to the assembly. This makes it possible to use the second cavity to host the PCM (which also contributes to a low thermal transmittance, thanks to its relatively low thermal conductivity) without impairing the overall thermal resistance of the triple glazed system.
Under winter conditions, the optical and solar properties of the studied glazing a triple glazing with thermotropic glass and PCM ( does not influence the solar transmission by itself. This fact can be explained by considering that the glazing system is highly diffusive in all its states (either because of the PCM layer when this is solid, or because of the thermotropic layer when the PCM is melted).
The equivalent solar factor of the TGU_TT+PCM(IN), whose PCM layer always remained solid, presented a quite uniform trend, with an average value over the tested period of 0.06. By way of contrast, the equivalent solar factor of the TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) showed a greater variability (ranging between 0.02 and 0.14 over the analysed period), due to the occurrence of the phase transition within the PCM layer which, during summer, was mostly driven by the outdoor air temperature. When the PCM was solid, only a small amount of the incident solar radiation was transmitted, whereas a greater amount of solar radiation was allowed to enter the indoor environment once the PCM was liquid. Therefore, even though the equivalent solar factor returns an average daily behaviour, this number can provide some indications as to the state of the glazing unit with PCM (i.e. if the PCM is melted or not). No information on the state of the glazing could be derived for the TGU_TT set (i.e. whether the TT layer was on or off), due to the low range of variation in the 32 behaviour of the TT layer, which could not be detected with this methodology. An average equivalent solar factor for the TGU_TT of 0.20 was obtained.
The limited effect of the TT layer in preventing the complete melting of the PCM layer can be partially attributable to the dynamic range of the thermotropic layer, which turned out to be smaller than that declared on the available technical datasheet (Bianco et al., 2015) . In a previous laboratory characterisation (Bianco et al., 2015) , the change in the solar transmittance for the same TT-glazed pane used in these prototypes was found to be approximately 0.10 from a solar transmittance of 0.45 when in off state (around 11 °C) to 0.36 when in on state (around 45 °C). These results on the TTglazed pane alone are confirmed when the technology is installed in a more complex system (a TGU) and tested in the field. During the experiment presented in this paper, solar transmission values of 0.19 and 0.14 were estimated for off and on states, respectively. These quantities are not only much lower in absolute value than those for the TT alone (Bianco et al., 2015) , due to the combined presence of the TGU, but the variation range is also noticeably smaller (approximately half of that of the TT pane alone).
The analysis of the prototypes in the test cell showed that a greater dynamic range is necessary to control the charging phase of the PCM when it is installed in the outermost cavity. The aim of a glazing configuration coupling PCM and TT layers is that the thermotropic (dynamic) layer offers shielding of the PCM (dynamic) layer from the solar radiation when the PCM layer is reaching full transition, so that it remains in the transition phase. The TT layer is very promising because of the intrinsic features that make it very suitable to be coupled with a PCM layer. The switch in the optical properties of the selected thermotropic glass occurs because of the phase transition of a paraffin wax mixture contained in the core of particles dispersed within a polymer layer (Bianco et al., 2017) . It is therefore possible to adjust the temperature range in which the optical properties change by choosing a different paraffin wax mixture (a different PCM itself) for the core of the particles of the thermotropic layer. The two PCM substances (the one inside the TT layer and However, it became clear during the experimental assessment that the range of dynamicity of the TT technology is not sufficient to achieve the desired overall behaviour of the system when the PCM is placed in the outermost cavity.
Daily analyses and long-term performance
ed on conventional performance metrics, but also included shortterm (daily) assessments on specific peak conditions, and long-term (using approximately three weeks for each season)
performance analyses. Table 6 summarises the results for winter and summer seasons; for more details, refer to Figure   9 .
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Daily total energy analyses (Table 6 ) conducted in the summer season show that:
The heat gain through the TGU_TT+PCM is approximately 3% of that of the reference TGU (and approximately 40% of that of the reference TGU_TT) under a cloudy sky condition, regardless of the position of the PCM layer (innermost or outermost cavity);
The heat gain through the TGU_TT+PCM under sunny sky conditions depends on the position of the PCM layer, and is approximately 20% of that through the reference TGU when the PCM is in the innermost cavity (TGU_TT+PCM (IN) ), and it rises up to approximately 35% of that through the reference TGU when the PCM is in the outermost cavity (TGU_TT+PCM(OUT)); and
The TGU_TT system presents a quite stable performance regardless of the boundary conditions, with heat gains in the range of 40% to 45% of that through the reference TGU.
In winter season, the daily total energy analyses (Table 6) show that:
The systems with thermotropic and PCM layers ( The two prototypes with TT and PCM greatly reduce the heat gain under sunny sky conditions, and these are equivalent to approximately 8% and 15% of the heat gain through the reference TGU, for the TGU_TT+PCM(IN) and the TGU_TT+PCM(OUT), respectively; and
The prototype with TT technology only presents slightly increased total heat loss, in the range +25% to +30% compared to the reference TGU, under cloudy conditions (due to the reduction in solar heat gain), and reduced heat gain (being approximately 40% of the heat gain of the reference TGU) under sunny sky conditions. (For more details, refer to Figure 10 in Bianco et al. (2017) ). Under winter conditions, both the TGU_TT+PCM(IN) and PCM(OUT) are, over the whole period of almost 3 weeks, nearly zero transfer surfaces, i.e. total heat gain equals total heat loss, so these technologies can be considered as virtually adiabatic surfaces over a longer period, with positive influence on energy demand for space heating (provided that a large area of the building envelope is realised with these technologies). The TGU_TT system shows a reduction in the total heat transferred, and reaches a value of heat gain that is approximately 35% of that of the reference TGU.
When focusing on the summer season, the strong performance of the responsive system is confirmed by the long-term performance monitoring. Both the configurations with TT and PCM noticeably reduce the total heat gain over the period of three weeks. The total heat gain goes down to a value of 15% and TGU_TT+PCM(IN) and TGU_TT+PCM(OUT), respectively. The TGU_TT shows slightly less promising performance, with a total heat gain value slightly higher than 40% of that of the reference TGU, confirming the results from the daily analysis.
With an overall perspective that combines the heating and cooling season, the configuration with the PCM in the innermost layer (TGU_TT+PCM(IN)) seems to be most promising, as it is the one that provides the best results in general. The configuration with the PCM in the outermost layer may show a slight advantage in sunny winter days (when the full melting of the PCM layer is seen), but this is not enough to counterbalance the worse performance under the other boundary conditions. It is also important to highlight that the TGU_TT+PCM(IN) component showed a lower dynamicity compared to TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) both during summer and winter season. In fact, the PCM positioned in the inner cavity tended to stay solid. This implies that the PCM in such conditions did not undergo full melting and 35 solidification cycles and its latent heat of fusion was not fully exploited. This also means that the transparency of the system was not dynamic and the component stayed in a diffused state for most of the time. It is, however, worth mentioning that these results and considerations on the performance of the technology are specific to the investigated PCM (paraffin wax with nominal melting temperature of 35 °C) under the monitored climatic conditions. Therefore, for other melting temperatures of the PCM, different results could be expected.
The TGU_TT configuration is revealed to be only slightly dynamic, with a rather constant behaviour compared to the reference TGU, which is positive for most of the conditions.
Thermal comfort performance
The results of the thermophysical and energy performance studies are confirmed by investigation of the impact of the different systems on the thermal comfort conditions of an ideal room equipped with these technologies. While, under winter conditions, none of the systems presented particular threats to occupant wellbeing, the characterisation of the summer performance reveals that one of them in particular is definitely performing better.
Compared to the reference TGU, both the systems with TT and PCM were able to shift the peak value in the time profile of the indoor-side surface temperature by 2 or 3 hours under sunny summer conditions. The solution with the TT layer alone presents instead a shift of just 1 hour. Even though none of the systems were able to assure Category A conditions, the two systems integrating PCM were, however, able to provide better results, delivering a larger area under Class B conditions. The insertion of the PCM in the triple glazing unit improved the thermal comfort and reduced the floor area in discomfort conditions compared to the reference TGU.
In general, the thermal comfort performance of the two systems with PCM (in the innermost and in the outermost cavity) is very similar, and offer the greatest level of performance. However, a closer look at the entire set of conditions reveals that the configuration with the PCM located in the innermost cavity provides the best performance, as it assures that discomfort conditions due to direct solar radiation impinging on the user are avoided, due to the missing completed phase transition of the PCM layer. This behaviour confirms once more that in an overall perspective, the configuration TGU_TT+PCM(IN) is the best-performing technology, both in terms of energy and thermal comfort performance.
These results open up for the question of whether the TT layer should be located on the outermost layer of the glazing construction, or, in the intermediate glass pane, in direct contact with the PCM layer to be placed in the innermost cavity. The main concept behind the combination of a TT and a PCM layer is that they should act together. Whether the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 37
Conclusion
This paper presents the results of an experimental analysis to assess the energy and thermal comfort performance of responsive glazing systems during the summer season in Turin, in the northwest of Italy (Cfa climatic conditions).
These novel transparent systems combine a triple glazing unit with a PCM-filled cavity (paraffin wax with melting temperature range between 33 °C and 37 °C), placed either towards the internal or external environment, and a thermotropic pane, which is always placed as the outermost layer. A triple glazing unit with the thermotropic layer alone and a reference triple glazing unit were additionally monitored. The complete description of the technologies and of the experimental apparatus, together with the evaluation of their winter performance, was presented in a previous paper (Bianco et al., 2017) .
Direct solar transmission of the glazing technologies was assessed, as well as the correlation between the solar transmission coefficient and the external surface temperature of the glazing for both TGU_TT and TGU_TT+PCM(IN/OUT). A solar transmission coefficient of 0.3 0.4 was evaluated for the reference TGU, whereas solar transmission coefficients equal to 0.19 and 0.14 were calculated for the TGU_TT in on and off states respectively.
Furthermore, the monitored data were used to assess the solar transmission coefficient of the TGU_TT as a function of the external surface temperature by means of a regression method. For the TGU_TT+PCM, much smaller solar transmission coefficients were evaluated when the PCM was in solid state (0.02 and 0.05 for PCM in inner and outer position, respectively), whereas a value of 0.18 was calculated for melted PCM. A new method to evaluate a daily value of an equivalent solar factor starting from experimental data was presented in the paper. Values of equivalent solar factor equal to 0.46 and 0.20 were calculated for the TGU and TGU_TT, respectively. For the TGU_TT+PCM(IN), the equivalent solar factor varied in the range of 0.05 to 0.07, whereas for the TGU_TT+PCM(OUT) it ranged from 0.02 to 0.14. These values are in line with the fact that complete phase transition of the PCM occurred only when it was placed in the outer cavity.
The energy performance was assessed by means of both a long-term evaluation and of daily analyses during cloudy and sunny days. During cloudy days, no particular results were highlighted. The TGU_TT+PCM was characterised by the lowest heat gains, with no differences according to the PCM position. The reference TGU presented heat gains that were 60% greater than the TGU_TT. Much more interesting results were found for the sunny days when the PCM and the thermotropic layer were both active. The presence of the thermotropic layer enabled a reduction in surface heat flux of about one third compared to the reference TGU and delayed the peak by 2 hours. The adoption of the PCM layer increased this peak shift even further (up to 4 hours), 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 38 thermotropic layer in the triple glazing unit allowed a reduction in the energy transmitted through the technology of more than half (-57% and -55%) in comparison with the reference TGU.
Long-term energy performance analyses showed the behaviour of the technologies over a longer time span. Energy reduction was found to be mostly due to the thermotropic layer. The integration of PCM allowed further improvement for the glazing system, especially when the PCM was placed in the inner cavity. The contribution of the PCM was inferred by comparing TGU_TT+PCM and TGU_TT; the reduction in terms of total energy was estimated to be 56% for TGU_TT+PCM(IN) and 20% for TGU_TT+PCM(OUT).
The capability of the tested technologies to improve the indoor thermal comfort was investigated. The comfort analyses were performed both in terms of traditional predicted mean vote (PMV) and of modified PMV indices that are capable of taking into account the effect of the transmitted solar radiation impinging on the occupants. Close to the façade, portions of floor area in discomfort were found both with TGU and TGU_TT (21 24% and 7 11%, respectively), but not with the TGU_TT+PCM, even though 22% of the floor area fell into category C.
Overall, the following results can be highlighted:
The integration of thermotropic laminated glazing into a triple glazing unit (TGU_TT) was able to reduce the cooling load through the transparent component by one third when compared to a traditional triple glazing unit (TGU).
The position of the PCM, either in the outer or in the inner cavity of a TGU, affected the overall energy performance. The phase change occurred only when the PCM was placed in the outermost cavity, with no such transition occurring when the PCM was placed in the innermost cavity.
The insertion of the PCM in the cavity of a reference TGU was able to enhance the thermal comfort in comparison with the adoption of a traditional triple glazing unit, in particular in presence of high solar radiation incident on the glazing.
When evaluated in terms of traditional PMV, the thermal comfort was not affected by the However, when the influence of the direct solar radiation impinging on the occupant was taken into account, placing the PCM in the innermost cavity achieved the best comfort conditions.
The findings presented in this paper complement and conclude the overall evaluation of the responsive glazing technologies, whose energy performance, optical, solar and thermal comfort were characterised both during summer and winter conditions. A complete methodology to experimentally assess the behaviour of responsive glazing was discussed and presented in the paper, by using data collected during extended test cell measurement exposed to real 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 39 boundary conditions. In addition, a novel methodology to select representative days was implemented in order to perform the analysis on significant periods . 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 
